Locations Serial Batch

In the item form you decide whether an item is not applicable, batch or serial. Batch allows any qty
in a batch. Serial demands 1 serial to 1 qty. Duplicates are allowed.

Preferred pick and put away location on the item.

Adjustment In. With adjustments in you specify the bin location on the item line. If you want to add
serial/batch information then you need to click the icon or press F3.

It will then display the serial and batch items. The top half of the grid shows the items and the
bottom half the batches or serials to be entered on an adjustment in.

I have entered batch 1234 and I have put in all 10. I could split this line into different batches with
different qtys. Note when I have assigned all 10 then it will tick the box in the top grid. NB that the
bin will default to the preferred put away bin.

On the serial number item I can do the same thing. I also have a Generate option where if I enter a
start serial number and the no of items then it will auto generate the serials for me. This is good if
you have a lot coming in. You can also edit this information afterwards.

In the item form there is a batch tab. I can see all the batches I have or just the outstanding ones. I
can edit things like on hold, use by date, notes and add attachments. If any have been sold then the
+ icon would display so you could see how they were sold to.

Sales Order Form. We have a locations tab in the form and the icon F3 button will allow us to change
locations, serial or batch information.
NB that it will auto allocate the allocated qty based on location. If the user clicks F3 then it will
allocate the actual serial/batch as well. If the user does not click F3 then it will not allocate the actual
serial/batch so this can be updated on confirm pick. i.e. we tell the picker which batch/serial to pick

or they tell us. We always tell the picker which location though. In the confirm pick routine you can
accept the chosen batch/serials or edit them as well.

When taking batch or serials out it will auto allocate them based on a Preferred pick location FIFO
basis and then on a FIFO basis across all other locations.
You can see above the batch has been auto allocated up to the allocated qty on the sales order. A
user can choose a different batch if they wanted to. They could also use the deallocate and allocate
buttons to do this. It shows how many have been assigned and still need to be assigned.

The serial item is the same.

The normal location item just allows the user to choose different bins.

Example purchase order above.

GRN Form. You can see the locations in the form. If you want to edit them then you should press the
F3 icon button.

The form is similar to the Adjustment in form. So I can decide in the bottom grid the batch and the
locations. See below I added the same batch at 2 different locations and I put 2 different batches in
location1.

I generated 100 serials form serial 34 using the generate button. That saves entering 100 serial
numbers assuming they were sequential. I could edit any of them.

If we look at the stock item form again we can see more batches outstanding with the purchase qty
and sold qty. Batch 1234 has had 3 sold but not invoiced yet.

The preferred pick location for this item is location1. If I do a sales order for 60 then I would expect it
to assign 50 of batch 2345 and 10 of batch 345 since they are both in location 1. So even though
some of batch 2345 is available it is not in the preferred pick location. See below order for 60.

We have a Pick note by sorted by Route showing items grouped by locations. You specify a route or
order that you want to pick the bins. The pick notes then uses this routine to sort the bins on the
pick note. This should remove any back and forth in warehouse.

